Armed police policy discussed in Academic Senate
srs

Reagan had signed into law a

Ramirez

of the Academic Sey.

security personnel into police

ficers, pretty much closing off
ae

about the demonstrated need for

the armingof the police. McCrone
‘‘The demonstrated

of-

need

has to do with the safety of the
officers, with the students on
campus,” and added that
the car-

ryingof arms by police had a ‘‘deterent effect.”

He also cited the rise in the national crime rate over the past
several years.
“I DON’T OWN firearms, by
the way. I’m
uncomfortable
them,”
McCrone said, but
said
was needed
in lieu

of the situation.

es.
McCrone said if HSU has failed
to extend periods in which officers
could carry firearms, and an officer was injured or killed while
on duty, the university could be
vulnerable to legal action.
MCCRONE SAID even petty
burglars
are armed now, w
before they weren’t, intimating
a
confrontation with a petty
thief
could lead to a serious situation.
He said maybe things would be
t if gun control laws were
ented in the United States
noting England’s ‘‘bobbies’’
aren’t armed.
In response to a question about
oe
on other campuses,
said four of the campuses don’t have armed police,

7
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through a

the chances of HSU receivin
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provided
by the school.
Milton Dobkin, vice
dent
for academic affairs,
he had
seen copies of the regulations
covering the police guns and the
ifications dictated even such
things as the tension of the trig-

ger.
MCCRONE SAID, “This policy
is to be reviewed
and a report sent
to me by July of next year.’’
In another action, the Senate
passed a resolution calling for
state funding of day care
facilities. The
Program
e Proposal asks that addifunds be given to support
the day care centers.
Dobkin
said centers are now
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The discussion was

by the Senate inviting
President Alistair W. McCrone to reee
an questions about
policy as an agenda item.
Senator Stephen W. Littlejohn,
associate professor of speech
communication, asked McCrone
said,

said Gov. Ronald H

yy wy
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funds oe the center the a

>

would

have to depend on to

.

State University and
system money. Dobkin said the only

oan piela
two
allow guns at
t
the remaining 13 have

i
24-hour

“One school even elected to
have concealed arms, worn

blazers,” he said,
y feeling that was the least favorable
—
combining the arming of
ficers without the visible, detering effect of belt-worn guns.
MCCRONE
SAID HE was very
impressed
with the screening and
training
of campus officers at HSU and was satisfied
with the officers’ competency to
deal bp any sitaution which
SU

Ombudsman,

Earl

W.

Meneweather, sitting in on the
meeting, expressed concern over

the type of guns police would be
using. He said there has been a
trend, especially in urban areas,
of police switching from guns with
“stopping power”

tem nig eet

to ones with

‘‘killing power.”’
McCrone said he believed the
standard police .38 caliber revolver was used, with standard
ammunition, and whatever the
campus police carried had to be

ite tamars”

or state

McCrone said he would welcome support from the Senate on
the noe gM gd would ite

strongly’’ for its implementa

in the Council of Presidents.
In other action the senate:
--Passed a resolution urging
DonaldF. Strahan, vice
t

remov:

tee’’ and the campus advisory
committee.

--Approved and sent to the
president's office a proposal for a
University Budget Resource
Committee. This university level
committee would give faculty,
staff and students a larger say in
university budgeting. The present
Academic Resource - Allocation
Committee can only decide the

use of funds after they have been
budgeted to each instructional
field.

Review

Linda Ronstadt concert

delights satisfied crowd
by Bob Lee

In

a_

schoolgirl’s

whispered,

“Thank

voice

she

you,”

and

slowly walked off stage as the
lights went dim. Promoter Norm
Cheney was wearing an ear-toear grin as he stood beisde the
stage. The crowd was on its feet
screaming for more.

Saturday’s Linda Ronstadt
concert was one of those rare
occasions where people left
satisfied, feeling they had gotten
their money’s worth, a contrast
with the last few concerts
preceding it here at HSU.
Things were different from the
start: there were two shows (at 8
and 10:30 p.m.), the sound
system was very good and the
East Gym was filled to capacity
for both performances.

The East Gym is infinitely
better for sound and nearly
everyone in the audience gets a
decent view of the stage. Not
being allowed
to have concerts in
the Field House is no great loss.

LINDA

formance

RONSTADT’S

consisted

of a

per-

tight,

well rehearsed show. The songs
were short and followed her
album versions perfectly with
little jamming or impromptu
additions. Sour notes were at a
minimum.
Both shows featured the same

selection of songs, a balance of
mellow numbers and rockers
designed to please as many
different

musical

possible.
Linda weaved

tastes

as

in and out of

mellow music, going from songs

like ‘Desperado’? and ‘‘Colorado”’ to country rock in “Silver
Thread and Golden Needles.”
She even did an old Paul Anka
tune, ‘‘You Won’t matter Anymore,” explaining he wrote it

‘before he had the baby.”’
Her six-member band was very
versatile and everyone seemed to

be multi-talented. Linda told the
audience, ‘It looks like a cricus

up here,’’ between songs as they
traded

instruments.

The

bass

player picked
up a banjo, the lead
guitarist sat down at the steelpedal slide, the rhythm guitarist
took a seat at the piano and the
other steel-pedal slide guitarist
played lead.
ALL THIS TOOK PLACE while

the stage lights were off between
songs . Linda asked to have the
lights
turned
on
so_ that
“everyone would quit tripping
over the cords.” The light crew
finally got the message when she
said, ‘I can’t see shit up here.”

Her performance ended with
“Heart Like a Wheel,” the title
song of a new album.
The supporting act, Clover, a
seven-member band from Marin
County, started the shows off.
The group gave a steady performance in the first show,

although it was not called back
for an encore. The late show
crowd took more of a liking to the
band,

giving

an

enthusiastic

reception and cheering for more.
The bright spot in Clover’s
performance was lead guitarist

(Continued on page 12)

keep

working cash on hand are
often months late in arriving.
He said the incoming Brown

:

nate

gH WUT

‘

beats
ep tore

dent Rich Ramirez, a non-v
member
of the Senate, cited
liabilities
as a
in deciding
the arms policy.

by Beb Day
The policy of allowing HSU

L

ai

Folk

singer

Linda

‘Ronstadt gave one
of the most successful

concerts

at

- HSU last Saturday
in the East Gym. A
native of Tucson,
Ariz., she sang with
the Stone
Ponies
before
leaving
them around 1968
to work on her own.
Though
most
famous as a solo
performer, she has
sung with J. D.
Souther and the
Eagles.
Some
of
her more popular
songs
include‘‘Long,
Long
Time” and ‘Silver
Threads and Golden Needies.’’

Photo by Glen Micallef

Ronstadt

—
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role in society

Germaine Greer defends women's
by Kathryn Houser
“If we should sacrifice the right

of all women to decide their re-

productive destiny because of
some
about numbers, then
it
it be better if we didn’t survive. There are worse things than
death, after all,’’ Germaine

Greer, women’s rights advocate

spoke on the right to control one’s
own
“That is,’’ she said, ‘‘to make
the decisions which govern the
use of that body and, in particular,
the reproductive faculty of

and feminist movement leader,
said to an audience of approximately 1,300 men and women at
HSU last week.
During the one-hour lecture entitled, ‘Population Control and
the New Facism,” a silent audience filled the east gym as Greer,
authorof ‘The Female Eunuch,”’

women.”

4

The
Very Feminine
Question of
Life Insurance
In these liberated times no woman need
settle for weak, ineffective financial

planning. Developing financial
independence and estate security for the
future is as important for women as it is
for men. Your Fidelity Union Life Field
Associate knows that and can help you
achieve a CollegeMaster® or other
program which will meet your needs now
and in the future.
Call the Fidelity Union Field Associate
in your area:
927-3561
022-%6)

—
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GREER, A GRADUATE of
Melborne University with a Ph.D.
in Shakes
literature from
Cambridge, stated, ‘Women may
find their fertility being manipulated by people who can have no
understanding of what they’re
doing,” using doctors as an ex-

ample.
“Doctors are technicians,’’ she
said. “They are not prophets or
philosophers or priests or
moralists.

“They ought not be given the
opportunity to lay upon women
their ideas of how women should
live their lives,” she said.
“‘When a woman’s individual
capacity to understand her own
responsibilities, to design her own
life, to plan her own activities, to
consider her own contribution to
the world is taken lightly by anyone else, we have a

situation

which is the same as the situation
we call facism,” Greer said.

THE INSTITUTION of facism,
she explained, ‘‘takes, as the
measure of humanity, the lowest
denominator, treating all as if
they were incapable of adult decisions, unintelligent, unpredictable, simply to be ordered about to
become the agents of someone
else’s will.”’
Greer feels it is easy for human
beings to give up all moral reDATA TYPE & RESEARCH

Termpaper & Thesis
Research
Lowest Rates From $2.50-pg.
eal

2 Sylvan St.

,

Rutherford, N.J. 07070
(201)933-6222

e

Mon.-Fri. 9:30-6 Sat. 10-4

Union Life |

Campus Jobs Available

sponsibility while carrying
out the
orders of someone else. ean
“They can say, ‘Look w
made me do,’
they’ve killed
22 Vietnamese civilians,” Greer
said, referring to the Mylai incident in March, 1968.
“The very act of giving up responsibility itself becomes a
crime against our own
person—
,” she
“THE
FEMINIST
ARGUMENT for liberation is that we
wish to have our responsibility for
the way we use our reproductive
facilities, our bodies, minds,
souls, hearts and everything
else,’’ she said.
‘‘We don’t simply want to be agents of the will of others,” she
added.
Giving detailed accounts of
methods used to abort the fetus of
women in countries where compulsory childbearing is imposed
by the government, Greer explained the cas risks women
have taken in the past and are still

receding the lecture, Greer, who
appearances
acbeen
ross the United
States, gave her
view of the accomplishments of
the women’s movement.
“I’ve lost sight of the two extremes,’’ she said.
“On the one hand, there are
women getting all kinds of marvelous shit together and doing
some really great things.
“On the other hand, things
haven’t really changed at all,”’
she said, referring
to an advertisement encouraging men to buy
their wives a kitchen appliance to
“cook you the foods you want.”

taking.

“Women have taken the matter
into their own hands,” Greer said,
stating that the human race has
never produced its biological
maximum.

_ FOLLOWING THE LECTURE,
there was a question and answer
period. Greer made these statements:

ONE: ‘The first thing to dois to
attack poverty and then the population will take care of itself.”’
TWO: ‘Everybody gets very
hot-under-the-collar when you
talk about abortion. They don’t
like the idea or the word. I think if
we called it baseball, they might
like it better.”’
THREE: ‘‘The same reason
why we haven’t got a contracep-

tive which operates without disrupting a woman’s health for an
entire period, is the same reason

“BY DOING SO, they placed
themselves outside the law, even
outside the human race, and all

why we haven’t got a vaccine for
venereal disease. It isn’t considered a priority, because we
haven’t got the right to fuck.”
FOUR: “‘If I weren’t so perversely heterosexual, and could

she said.

get it together enough,

their civilization could give them
was guilt and misery in return,”

“It should be possible for us to

make the choices that women are

prepared to face, on their own responsibility, easier,” she said.
Greer
women’s

I’d be

gay.”
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concluded that the
liberation movement

“does not argue to be free from

children.”’
‘We are women’s liberationists
because we feel for our children,

and we are appalled at what we

have done to them,” she said.
““We wish to be free to love each
other. Free to make the moral decisions that make our lives alone
something to be remembered.”

Check wi th polic

for lost items
Many lost and found articles,
including note books, clothing,

eye glasses and wallets, have
been turned in to the University
Police station. The station is lo-

cated in House 73 and is open 24
hours.
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DURING A PRESS conference
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You Are Cordially Invited
To The 2nd Spectacular Showing of

INDIAN TURQUOISE & SILVERWORK
December 4

thru December8

Earrings, Hishi, Hand-Made

Blankets

and Concho Belf Buckles

s
in The West
Post for Your Christma
Use The Hitch’n

_buiilt

repaired
sold
‘Good used instruments

bought

Rings, Squash Blossom Necklaces,
Casa Grande Pottery, Fetishes,

Musical Accessories

SPECIAL THIS WEEK:
Banjos & Dobros
Ovation Guitars
Records Dulcimers Autoharps ,

8226264

1027"i*street arcata,95521
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Also Western Wear,
Boots, Shirts & Pants
Available at
FREE

3008 Broadway
Eureka
443-9388

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

INTRODUCTION:

Wed., Nov. 27, 8pm

WEEKEND
INTENSIVE:
Sat. 10am-6pm, Sun.

Nov. 30 - Dec. 1
10am-5pm, $20.

The Internal

School,

1251

Bring

cushion

to

For

a

information,

9thSt.,

sit

call

Arcata

on.
839-3647

a

at The Hitch’n
Post

fine stringed instruments

Prize Winning Pieces of Jewelery,
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H. 0. P. students to receive registration priority

on their economic ability or desire
to do so,’’ Beitzer said.
UNDER THE NEW PROGRAM, a student and his parents
would come to HSU for a threeday stay at a cost of about $105.
This would cover board, and
rooms in the dorms for the student
and his parents.
Beitzer said there is a great advantage to students able to visit

ter, and then do it manually.

Beitzer, who had strongly op-

"Te
coon a agvect the system
council
would be unfair, and decided to
dent Alistair McCrone expressing

their dissatisfaction.
However, Don Bradner, chairman of the SLC, didn’t think the
ee
would do much
g

ts

“In fact, last year’s director of *:

CHRISTMAS

::
*:
::
::

resi gns

Sunday December
SEDEESE SEES EERE

I cesinsiieaiiniias

aia

his resignation as executive di-

4

vironmental

rector of the Northcoast En-

Center, effective

1108 Broadway

January 1, 1975. He has been di-

rector since the summer of 1971.
Chesbro cited his election to the
Arcata city council last March as

the main

ir

reason for his action,

You owe yourself an Oly.
%
%

a good experience

Phone

as the

Center and I have grown together.”’

Chesbro intends to continue to
work for the Center on a part time
basis as a fund raiser. He has not
announced other plans.
Applications for the job of Executive Director of the volunteer
non-profit organization are being
accepted. The starting salary for
the position is $200 a month.

Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington
All Olympia

Sunny

“KING OF TIRES’in Arcata

3

600-13
thry 900-15

18th GQ arcata

THE Shssy CHEBSE - U1
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[009s Puté BEEF

CHE DOHRY ozatAREtsd
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Center

2 FOR $30
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2 FOR $34
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Sunday BRUNCH - SERVING CREFES 40
Brae
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2205 Alliance 822-5291

627424 LAhgE, GRALEAA

G95 wiTH CHEDDAR CHEESE,

56 Sunny

442-2596
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empties are recyclable

2 mamas

Inquiries should be addressed

to Selection Committee, Northcoast Environmental Center, 640
10th Street, Arcata.

Eureka

Se

stating that he was ‘‘spread a bit
too thin.”
‘‘As a result,’’ he said, ‘‘the
Center is no longer fulfilling its
full potential.’
“T have enjoyed working for the
Center,’’ Chesbro said. ‘It has
been

1st — 1974

Cordially
Ray & Bonnie McGuire

Wesley Chesbro has announced

;

HOUSE

9 a.m. and 9 p.m.

Between

post at center
:

OPEN
On

stands.

Ch es br o

Ba

Invites You To Its

ANDERSON IS DEAN of Ad- =:
missions at HSU. He said the
priority registration to participating students was a clause included
in the original proposal which still

| Plaza Shoe Shop

=:
‘:
:::
::

‘no’,”’ Beitzer said.

e

Justin, Acme, Senta Rose, Denner

The Stump House - Cheese House

HOP - Barbara Allsworth - speci- ::

fically asked if priority would:be
given to students in registration if
they come up during the summer.
Bob Anderson specifically said

‘Red Wing, West Coast, Buffalo,

draft a recommendation to be
sent to Anderson and HSU Presi-

eS

;
.

the

US

:

.

INFORMED
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it was never said,’’ Beitzer

said.

BEITZER

Student Legislative Council
(SLC) Thursday of the priority
registration clause in the orienta-

SP

=

proposal,”’

‘I’m not
this program is going to turn out the way
—
Bradner con-

¥ |

.

the

%
%
i
%
&
&
ert] Si

"
“4

ram even before learning that
students would be penalized in the
registration process if they did not
participate, said the revelation
was made by accident in a meeting last week.
“Nobody knew, and to my recol-

tended by
ASB President Rich
Ramirez, McCrone
and himself,
Bradner said it became evident
the university was operating on

r

/
r
f
t

posed the new orientation prog-

seen

Bradner said.

vantage of priority registration.

ing the summer when it is

STUDENTS WHO DO not participate in the summer program
will have to wait until fall to regis-

hadn’t

to a luncheon at-

i

through

the computerized process when
they visit the campus during the
summer.

‘

Referring

*

able to register at HSU

She believes the poem discriminates against lower-income
students because they will not be
able to afford the summer trip.
This she stated in the Nov. 6
issue of the Lumberjack, before
she knew that participating students would also be given the ad-

deny jt, even though
he said he

.
i
Di ee wt

implied Thursday.
e catch, according to Jan
Beitzer, student resources coordinator, is that students who participate in the summer orientation program will be given priority in registration over students
who do not participate.
Participating students will be

students.

a closed mind,’ McCrone didn’t

everything
in its path,” Bradner

spend individually with the new

§

vered up until last week, it was

‘“‘a_ closed-mind mentality.”’
“‘When Ramirez said, ‘You've got

is going along like a
caterpillar tractor overwhelming

is less crowded
have more time to

a

;

Humboldt Orientation Program
(HOP) going into effect next
summer that may have been co-

cause
the campus
and teachers

oe

‘

'
’
|
,

There is a catch to the revised

the school during the summer be-

:%

,

Anderson said there may even
be an advantage to students who
wait for the traditional fall orientation program. He said these
students
might be able to get new
courses
after
the summer
registration.
“T agree that’s a
bility, but
is it realistic?’’
Beitzer questioned.
Anderson also said students
choosing the traditional fall orientation program would have the
ar
of a more complete faculty
advising
staff.
“I thoroughly
object to priority
registration being given to students who are able to come up dur-

5%

'
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TAKE IT WITH YOU AND SAVE MONEY ON ANY NEW OR
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e

This certificate,
when surrendered, is worth $2.50 on each new tire ond $1.25
on each recep et the time of purchese
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Program

Orientation

(H.O.P.)

Through the priority, H.O.P. students will avoid the
traditional lines for manual registration and register
by computer during their late-summer visit to
campus.
Not that registration lines are worth waiting for,
but it is unfair to reward registration preference with
students who have extra money and time to come up
here in the summer.

I Seannnnren

Humboldt

seems to be orienting itself in the wrong direction.
In an effort to lure customers for its summer
program acquainting new students with the HSU
campus, H.O.P. is offering registration priority to
participants.
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raises questions
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quiet

and

un-

crowded.
This need to draw a higher income class of parents
suggested by the $105 three-day tour of the campus at
its uncrowded best is understandable at a private
university where tuition determines existence.
However, the state-supported higher education
system supposedly exists as a means of equal
educational opportunity for all students regardless of
their parents’ financial power.
H.O.P. is a good program—the need for new
students to be shown around campus is not being
questioned.

the
In this case though, the method seems more in
than
ces
finan
and
ions
interest of campus public relat
the benefit of all students, rich or poor.
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Village

An open letter to William Kingston and Housing Office:
As a resident of Humboldt
Village, I feel discriminated

against by the Housing Office of

this university. Compared to the
other dorms on this campus, I
realize you consider the trailers

are of the lower class.

The laundry facilities of the
village are almost at a standstill.
At last count, one washer and two

dryers work.
I also realize that after next
year the village is going to be
scrapped, but while people are
living in the trailers and paying
about the same residence fee as
the dorm people, we deserve to
have at least three washers and
three dryers working.
If anyone in the Housing Office
sees this open letter, it will be
appreciated by all of us at the
if you will turn your attention from the forms for a short
while and fix our washing
machines.
Christina Mutch
Journalism major

Pets
Puppies and kittens sure are
cute. If youenjoy animals, they’re
easy to obtain, too - just walk
around University Center and
ful ; or, 10 to the
boxes
find ll
you'
county pound and see all the un-

- wanted animals that need ahome,

then don’t get one. If you'd like

Cheerleaders

The next time you consider tak-

ing on a dog or cat, or if you presently own some, consider the importance of getting them neutered. Your logic may be you don’t
want to deprive your animal of a
little fun or action, but 41,000 animals don’t seem to realize the fun
they’re

having.

Every

animal

you can’t afford to neuter a pet,

more information concerning this

tragedy, I’m sure the Humane
Society would be willing to answer
your questions.

Steve Payne

Senior, forestry

Smoking
Last Tuesday night, Nov. 16, I
left the Germaine Greer lecture
early in disgust. I was disgusted
by the supposedly educated
audience’s inability to read. On all
the walls of the East Gym signs
posted saying, ‘‘No Smokwere
a sizet seemed as th
_
able number in the audience did
not read these signs and smoked
cigarettes anyway.

=
the gns
r
ppar tlytly had Siena
apparen
the
either. He arco
t if you must
podium, saying
smoke, please put the cigarette
butts out on your shoes, instead of
them into the floor. He
should have told the audience that
if anyone wished to smoke, that
that person may smoke outside.
1 am a nonsmoker and cannot
stand being in places where people smoke. The cigarette smoke

Having recently attended my
first SLC meeting, I was fortunate
enough to be present for the
cheerleader’s budget presentation. To my surprise, I found that
the cheerleaders and songpersons
had spent a total of $5,126.98. The
amazing thing about this figure is
that $4,985.98 came directly out of
their own pockets.
Now, it seems to me that some
credit should be due these people
who give their time, money and
enthusiasm to a student body who
give little in return. Being guilty
of this apathetic attitude myself, I
decided to write this article in the
hope that people like me would be
shown how devoted these people
are. Even
it did not seem
as though the
leaders were
energy charged at HSU football
& ames, you must remember that
a large part of cheerleading has to
do

with the spectators, and how

willing they are to participate.
I guess, then, the best way to
end this is to say thanks to those
le who contributed so much
to
their school on.
John
Fresh man, fisheries major

yy

OF

which is not neutered contributes
to the over-population.
Be responsible and humane. If

listings for. Yes, they are very
cute, so cute 41,000 are destroyed
each day in the country, not to
even mention those which are
abandoned and left to starve or
die of some disease.

QOLITCIDE

it is sunny,

stinks and makes me feel ill. It
infuriates me when I go places
where people disregard my right
to clean air and pollute it anyway,
disregarding any obvious signs
about.
I feel that the gym should not be
used for lectures, concerts, and
other events if people who attend
these activities will continue to
smoke. The ventilation is poor,
the floors are easily burned by
ashes in spite of the protective
plastic covering laid down for
such events, and the gym is really
a place for athletic events where
cigarette smoke is detrimental to
maximum physical output.
Marilyn Taylor
Math, senior

ask how many animals they have

ADIANION

when

4! The Lumberjack welcomes all
letters under 200 words (30
lines) free from, libet and

or call the Humane Society and

FALITCINE

to see the campus

Editor's note

FADIAIIAAI

The priority policy also has distasteful over-tones of
_ financial gains by drawing students and their families

Letters to the Editor

FAIITCIFAL

Another fallacy with the program is the idea that
have
students coming up for the summer period will
have
who
ssors
profe
the advantage of dealing with
more time to talk on an individual basis.
That’s a good theory, but not too many professors
actually stay around during the summer and those
that do may not want to volunteer their vacation time
to come back to school.

TIN

Students who don’t have the money or must spend
are
their summer time earning dollars for school
obviously discriminated against by this policy.
It’s not their fault they cannot drop their jobs and
ldt
come spend three days and $105 in the Humbo
Orientation Program.

Digital Thanksgiving
Extremities
?

OPINION

grace before the potatotes got cold.

And then what would I stumble upon but my old junior high hangout. A different location but still the very best. And I knew, if anyone
had the answer, Hallmark did. Hallmark and Velveeta cheese were
just about the only things left I could trust.

I entered the store and ran past the paperware table display. After
all, I could hardly entertain without knowing why I was entertaining.
I stopped in front of the massive onslaught of brown, orange and
green blurs. I focused. There it was, staring at me. Telling me.
“What is Thanksgiving?’’ My answer, for only 75c. Well, the bouquet

OPINION
OUTSIDE

“Thanksgiving is a day thatis celebrated mainly in the heart.’’

that was it! I was always lousy with affairs of the heart.’’)

(So

“It is a time when families seem closer and friendships dearer ... A

time when troubles are forgotten and blessings are remembered ...
When ‘love’ is the theme and ‘thank you’ the prayer” (all this time I
thought ‘‘please pass the gravy was the prayer). ‘When young and
old stop to meditate and decide, this is a pretty wonderful world we
live in, after all.”
Oh, how those words comforted me. To think that for at least a day
Julie Nixon Eisenhower would be happy again.
Suddenly it hit me. I looked around. They were expecting me to
individually thank a God-awful amount of people. Sister and husband. Fine Folks. Dad. Brother. Mom. For Anyone. Secret Pal. Very

OUTSIDE OPINION

Nice Niece. Nice Godchild. In the Service.

OPINION

2) Cost

pective of what to consider when

shopping for life insurance.

Three main concerns for life insurance are: 1) The financial

I supposed I was luckier than the older folks who have managed to
collect three-fourths of that menagerie. But if I had a husband,
would it be the first time I thanked ‘‘The Man who warms my world,
who lights my life” (since I don’t they must figure me to be stumbling around in the cold, dark world).
How many squirrels did I know who would “‘feel important’ be-

cause they got to deliver my ‘‘Thanks, Gramps’’ message? How
many could I catch without getting rabies?
“Little Scout’ (Little WASP, they mean?) got a turkey drumstick
(‘‘yum-yum”’) and a paper feather to color and wear. Clever little
gimmick to keep the tad busy while Mom and Dad cocktail for an
hour or two.

Meanwhile the juvenile females are sitting pretty, legs crossed at
the knees, on horns of plenty. Charming little Pilgrimettes they are
... cheeks ruby, hair blonde. It looked rather odd, if not distorted.
Obviously the weather in Massachusetts is conducive to developing

Mark Eden-ish busts on the flowering lasses.
Even the turkeys! More color than peacocks. I thought the ones I

had seen on our annual family jaunt to the turkey farm were lacking
proper sun. I remember shades for brown and gray but they certainly never had any blue or magenta feathers.

Now I was beginning to get the general idea of Thanksgiving.

to make the fun. I guess I always knew.

“‘Interest-Adjusted Cost Com-

is best to choose
the company withO

the lowest cost permanent
-c
ance in your area and then choose4

a
ed agent with whom you?
can establish a rapport.
3) Service

Although not as important as>
bu
low cost insurance, make =
sure that the agent’s plans for his C
insurance career are acceptable
to you. Also, see if there are any
people were away. He will tell agents in towns you may live in©
you that you can’t stake a claim later to assure asmoothtransitione |

our friend or our foe?
by R. S. Deer
Denny

I would like to bring to your
attention the seemingly helpful
figure of Smokey the Bear. We
call him Smokey the Pig or PissFir Willie.
Most

people

see

him

as

the

friendly park ranger, but his real
job, his bread and butter, is our
trees. Smokey is the handmaiden
to one of the most ecologically

destructive industries in our
land. National Forests are the
people’s land, your land and my
land. Smokey

makes

his money

and
expands
government
bureaucracy by stealing our
trees and selling them at bargain
prices to only the largest lumber

coporations. This technique of
stealing the trees from all public
lands is more profitable than
ecological.
Do students training to become
forest pigs know that it will be

their job to destroy the people’s

or that you don’t have

stop him.

small

miners,

we

wash

river

gravel to separate the gold or dig
tunnels into gravel or rock hills.
We are not strip miners, rather,
we improve the land we live on
because we plant gardens, fruit
trees and clear small fields for
pasture. We live close to nature
because we love nature.
YET Smokey has had an active
campaign to run us off of our
land. I can show you 15 cabins in
this area that Smokey has burnt

to the ground (arson) while the

Perspectives Page
The Perspectives Page is reserved for opinion matter from any-

one about anything. The Lumberjack regrets that due to the increased popularity of the page, it is unable to publish all of the
material submitted. Each week a selection of opinions will be

printed. Opinions expressed are those of the author and not necessarily of the Lumberjack or of the student body. Written matter may

be up to 300 words (30 lines), typed and double-spaced. Deadline is

Friday before publication. All opinions must be signed and include
major and year in school. Libelous, tasteless or overlength material
may not be used.
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try to establish a counselor-client —

ment

is too corrupt

to stop the

Forest Service and the people too
weak and ignorant, we will fight
to the death to keep these
mountains free and natural.

A life insurance policy is a good
piece of property to own and the
sooner in life you buy it, the better

by Al Coleman
People of color open your eyes to the realization that there is a
world outside the irony

wall of Humboldt State University, where

your people (be they Black, Brown, Yellow, or Red; Black, Chicano,
Asian, or Indians) are fighting a constant battle for their freedom
and equality.

I am not saying to leave school and join the battle, but rather that
there is a battle here at Humboldt State. You want ethnic instructors
in your particular discipline and a curriculum to reflect some aspects of your particular ethnic background for the simple reason
that your ancestors too have shed their blood to make this country
what it is today. Also to continue to do the same.

Ethnic instructors and a curriculum that is influencial by ethnic

portion of the
interest, no matter what course of study, are only a
_
State.
issues that are paramount to third world at Humboldt
Action
ve
Affirmati
the
is
support
One organ that is in need of
Committee. This committee in concept is to speak to the needs of the
ethnic people. But it needs student input and support that is the basic
source of power for motivation.

But we ethnic people must realize the power in number and join
together and ‘‘fight the battle’ of issues that concern us all. Affirma-

tive Action is but one organization or committee that needs student
input and support. This doesn’t take long hours of committment, but
rather voices; voices of students informing their instructors and
department chairmen and all individuals that can make a change in

js
pride.

which perpetuates working for an education without

Think about it. Equal by law but still without any connection with
your culture in the system in which we live, and even going to school.
Check it out.

“OPINION OUTSIDE

E

deal you will receive. Good luck. O

TF HIRD

and

of public land which
valuable minerals. As

Oo

We who live in these hills are relationship with your agent.
strong. We are mountain folk. Make sure your relationship de-™™
The demand for gold and land in mands a fair amount of his attena dying nation is increasing our tion, for you are entitled to sernumbers daily. If our govern- vice.

archeology). The 1872 mining law
entitles every U.S. citizen the
right to live and mine 20 acre

parcels
contain

<

situation will doubtlessly change @
be stopped. Only you and I can several times over the years, so 7

I am
a gold
miner
and
prospector
(I used to be a

of anthropology

=4

more wealth and power. He must

utilizing their lands?

professor

enough

gold to justify your staying on
your claim or that you can’t build
Check the field force of the firm.
on your claim.
Is it nationwide? Are the agents
Smokey the Bear is an im- informed and professional?
perialist within our own country.
Also, choose an oe
ee
He is taking your land and my
close to your own age, or
ps
land, raping it and leaving eroded younger so that he will be there
hills, tinder boxies and sterile when you or your beneficiary
streams. His is the scorched needs him.
earth policy on our land. He is
stealing our land and selling it for
Your own family and financial

land and prevent the people from

Nothing in it for Zero Population. After all, what’s a turkey amongst

one? One more card and then I’ll go home and shed tears of guilt.
“To Son and Wife’... ‘Thinking of you on Thanksgiving Day, and
hoping good things will come your way - turkey and dressing,
friendship and fun, making your day a wonderful one.”’
Well, I knew which one got to make the dressing and which one got

There is a startling difference in
cost among the life insurance
companies. The state of California requires that life insurance
agents furnish the 10 and 20 year

Is Smokey the Bear

No, that wouldn’t do. Pilgrims didn’t have aerosol cans to whip

their cream. But maybe Value Giant had a nice American concept of
Thanksgiving in one of its displays.
Wrong again. Someone must have been bored of all this whiteman, white-meat theology. Value Giant is knee deep in silver tinsel
and furry red stockings.
Would I never find the true answer? Would I waste away my four
days while others went home to thank their lucky stars? Something
was preparing me to start feeling guilty because I was toocheap and
too lazy to drive all the way home just to mumble a few words of

of mums didn’t give me a clue so I opened the card.

OUTSIDE

In an attempt to dispel misconceptions, let me share my pers-

10-30-74).

The June 1974 issue of ‘‘Changing Times,” a Kiplinger Service
magazine, lists the 75 largest
companies and their cost indexes
for several age
. A hidden
cost is the
sound advice. It

dO 30

lic rabetinne bab to lure the I
vote?
I can only see it as a federally approved side step from Our Man’s
ingenious WIN campaign. Loosen your belts, forget the bit about
checking the garbage and a.
But someone must have
answer. What is Thanksgiving? I
spent —"
trying to find a legitimate explanation. In Arcata,
naturally.
.
Since we were neighbors, I thought perhaps Safeway could tell me.
In $25 or less, they did. The turkey with the biggest wattle is hardly
enough. Not without the potatoes, cranberry sauce, whipped cream
on your pie (they didn’t really push pumpkin). Wine to start. Wine to
finish. Ajax to top it off.

A.M. Best’s ‘‘Insurance Rerts’’ recommends
400 of the 1800
fe insurance companies as financially
sound (see Lumberjack

INIdO

an elaborate

tegrity:

OPINION

OUTSIDE.

3GISLN

more

1) The financial
strength and in-

lam alife insurance
agent. 1am
also a student at HSU. I do not
work for Fidelity Union; rather, I
hold a College Agent’s contract
with the si
est life insurance company inthe US.

parison Indexes” to all prospective clients of permanent life insurance upon demand. Low cost
means the company is efficiently
handling the policyholder’s capital; it means quality.

NOINIdO

OPINION
fi

OUTSIDE

OPINION
OUTSIDE

dinner

strength and integrity
of the company, 2) cost, 3) service.

dO 301SINO

by Jeanne Sapunor
Surely people aren’t really excited because tomorrow they’re havSe
eee
ee
talizeit ... God. Mr. President. Turkey
for dinner.) Is it thatmuch of a deviation
from routine
chicken - on - Thursday, tuna - on - Friday menus?
Before you start your 800-mile
or more (or less) trek home — think.
You can’t go home again, not on the ridiculous logic that it’s the
ae
sree Is there a reason 1a
Was =
ving
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HSU offers a va
riety of art exhibits
for the connois
seur. Left is a sel

portrait

of

student

Berger.
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Jef

Part of a

exhibit in the Music
Building lobby, the
photo
was
done

with

high contras

materials.
Right is a ballpoin
pen
portrait
b
James Lawrence, é
teacher @
Calif

College of Arts anc
Crafts. The Nelso
Hall
exhibit
tures
other
tures
done

prismacolor pencil
which gives vivid

Humboldt has a visiting artist, Robert Maki, whose
work is on display in the Main Gallery of the Art
Department. The exhibit is in conjunction with a
sculpture Maki is constructing called ‘‘E Closed.’
Maki will also construct a metal sculpture to be set up
in early December. Photo by Kenn. Hunt.

renditions of blac
people and their re
lation to nature

Photos
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Editor

At one time or another in a

student’s experience at college,

Oits-Seces ts

Al|

he or she may fill out an evalua-
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department.

‘Their importance

to teachers isn’t realized. Some

teachers try to please students,

but before evaluations there was

432 3rd St. Eureka
442-6141

SATURDAY NIGHT ONLY
A THREE HOUR CARTOON EXTRAVAGANZA!

Featuring outstanding cartoons
from the 30’s and 40’s
Betty Boop, Daffy Duck, Bugs Bunny,
Sat. Nov. 30 at 8 p.m. Founders 128

fall in a rut,’’ he said. ‘If the
teacher is areal professional, this
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Littlejohn said the re
of tenure was to protec
freedom and to give t
freedom to teach whi
they wanted.
Harry Kieval,

a m

sor, said he had alway
evaluations from stud
tributed it to his dire
the fact that he coul
students.
“IT’S A FACTOR
students realize a_
human,”’ he said. ‘‘I |
tions to make sure I’

1620 G St. Arcata
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Worth Giving for Christmas

a

teacher is evaluated \
her department, sch¢
versity and by the
HSU.

‘Most full professors have gone
through evaluations over a one
time, not that they don’t need
still, but they have been exposed
to a full range of student evaluations,’’ he said.
Stephen Littlejohn, a speech
communication professor who
helped develop the evaluation
form used in the School of Creative Arts and Humanities, said,
“T’ve always believed in them,
they’re one of the best sources ef

portant, are not the ¢
tions given a teacher.

also very good feedback.”

Specific forms ar
themselves are close

Student evaluations
Teachers are alsoe
their colleagues, who
hear about the tea

evaluated from stude
depart: ments than wh

information, if they’re well de- puton the evaluation
si
vised and administered. They’re
COMMENTING

ON

tenured

fessor unless a specif

professors, Littlejohn said, ‘One is brought against th

Flowers are the Gift

tata’ reese
sseeareenenearatens
ananereahaheta
et otetoteteteneneneresssesses
ededeeedebeeeteteteseseseseoenenenenaresan

a time in your career
can do what you wal!
what youdgmk. Once:
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petence. There is a p
that people do go dowr

lé not answers gre average
routinely, and the onl
were full professors. ments @marize
evaluated
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some drawbacks. Ther

won't happen.”
Kerker said that some teachers ping.”’
Once evaluations
would have classes evaluate them

RECORDWORKS |s
=
z———= NOW OPEN IN ARCATA =
Pe

tc

| When asked if tenured profes- out, “I think it really

sors should be evaluated, Coyne

“THERE IS A GENERAL
feeling that once a person has tenure they have it made and
there’s a fear that the person may

Oswald the Rabbit and many, many

eae’

However, Littlejo'

;

abuse the other way,” he said.

er,
Krazy Kat, Popeye, Woody Woodpeckmore

morseren

then promotion isn’t

be a wise reader of them.”

_ said, ‘‘I think tenured professors
should always have evaluations.
SAID Professors often teach new
_MOUSOURIS
use the evalua- courses and should have them for
TEACHERS often
:
tions to get an opinion from stu- that.
on the evaluations. Whether the dents about their classes, or for
“! wish everybody could get
technique works or not is another use in files kept for promotion.
“Students make some very them, even the administration. It
question.
cogent comments on the class,” would improve relations all the
“Students aren’t aware of how said Peter Coyne, chairman of in- way around and we could get
we’re going together,”’ he
important evaluations are to te- terdisciplinary studies. ‘‘A lot of —
said.
times
students
do
a
good
job
on
Nick
said
promotions,”
nure and
Larry Kerker, head of the physical education division, agreed
that tenured professors should be
evaluated routinely.

tion form on a teacher.
Some teachers have been
slightly
to become
known
paranoid, the last part of the quarter, to oe
good comments

404 T ST. (BET 4th & Sth STS.)

rare’
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them,

see
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In the School of !
other part of the system that takes
es, evaluation:
sourc
care of that is promotion. About
every five years after tenure you times administered
Comm
have to be evaluated again. If dent Par:
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Charter flights mean low

rates for student flyers

SU offers a vaiety of art exhibits
or the connoiseur. Left is a self

ortrait of HSU
tudent
Jeff
Berger. Part of an
xhibit in the Music
Building lobby, the
bhoto
was
done

ith high contrast
aterials.

Right is a ballpoint
pen
portrait
by
ames Lawrence, a
eacher @
Calif.

enditions of black
Kenn.

ing this time because ‘‘we don’t take care of the
reservations here.”
The Thanksgiving charter flight has
materialized, but Maynard and Wiig are not tak-

ing it easy yet. ‘‘We’re waiting for confirmation
on a Christmas flight,’’ Wiig said. Tentative departure and arrival times and dates have been
set.
Wiig indicated success of the Thanksgiving
flight would enhance the possibility of holiday
flights being sponsored in the future.

freedom and to give teachers the size of the class and the use of sev-

freedom to teach what and how eral classes were important.
they wanted.
Harry Kieval, a math profes‘I don’t feel the students are
sor, said he had always had good qualified to judge instructional
evaluations from students
and at- material, but are qualified to
tributed it to his directness and judge

something

in his lecture

that

doesn’t connect up, you have to
get the information

outside of

class. But he’s always willing to
talk to you.”

There’s a general feeling
the fact that he could talk with said. He gave an example within
the department when there were among students that sometimes
students.
reservations about how success- evaluations aren’t worth doing
“IT’S A FACTOR in making fully one professor was putting because students rarely see the
students realize a teacher is across material.
human,”’ he said. ‘‘I use evalua-

Hedrick said when former students wrote about studies elseOnce evaluations are given, where, they had found this
answers
averaged and com- professor's style to have been
ments
S@mmarized for the more helpful than the style of
tions to make sure I’m not slip-

.

teacher
being evaluated. The more popular teachers.
teacher is evaluated within his or

her department, school, the uni-

STUDENT

REACTION

to the

versity and by the president of usefulness of evaluations varied.

“They’re a farce,’’ said Sam
Navarez, a senior history major.
Student evaluations, while im- “But once, we did one in mid-term
portant, are not the only evalua- for one guy and it really changed
his style. It got him off the podium
tions given a teacher.
Teachers are also evaluated by and down to the class.”
HSU.

their colleagues, who sometimes

Pam Lincoln, a junior theatre
hear about the teacher being
evaluated from students in their arts major said, ‘Sometimes I get
ments than what students tired of filling them out. I wish we
could fill them out earlier, you get
put on the evaluation forms.
and hope

Specific forms and the files teacher changes things.”

themselves are Coat aa the pro-

grievance
specific
fessor unlea ss
is brought against the professor.

In the School of Natural Re-

sources, evaluations are some-

times administered by the StuCommittee, which
dent Par:

One student who wished to remain anon:
said, “I'd liketo
write them on older professors
because the longer they’re here,
the more secure they get and
they’re not as innovative anymore.”’

effect of the forms. As another
student said, ‘‘I fill them out and
that’s the last I see or hear of
them.”

Mushroom

It’s overpopulated,

Books

Now

in

Stock

Mushrooms of N. America

types of calls classified as rap and
crisis.
;
,
‘
Silvey said the increase may
have come from a lower quality of
life on campus and in Arcata.
an
ue is ome

vu. K. Miller $19.98
eed
Mushroom
Wild
Savory
McKenny $4.95
ES
Mushrooms as Health Foods
Kisaku Mori $2.95

noisy,

things are being torn up everywhere and people are getting up-

How to Identify Mushrooms
D. Largent $3.50

tight,” he said.

Gilled Mushrooms of Michjgan

‘According to Silvey, the backgrounds of students are also im-

Mushroom

portant to the increase. ‘‘A lot of

16th

the people here are from big cities
and expect to have a
phone line.
They’ve always had one, and

MATTHEWS"
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has
the

and need to talk.” These are the _

ing.

the instructor,’’ Hedrick

More extensive trainin
been started to deal wi

442-6150

ED REE
Re eee esc cca cees see ecececeseceecece seat te

that in tenure and promotion, they
Littlejohn said the real function wanted as much student input as
Commenting on this professor,
of tenure was to protect academic possible, but mentioned that the another student said, ‘‘There’s

to feel responsibile for themselves
and help themselves as much as
possible,” Silvey said.

wrapper” had the
return address
on it.
You owe yourself
an Oly.
Olympia

Brewing Company,
Olympi:

Olympia, Washington

ti
'
BoisPALA

*OLY*®

BPs
TEE

.
srececeteeeeetecess tens Boe

Donald Hedrick, dean of the major. “It’s very uncomfortable
school of natural resources, said situation sometimes.”

“‘We’ve had an increase,” he
said, ‘‘in drug-related calls,
suicidal-depression calls and
calls from people who are lonely

Silvey said he realizes that
there are still people who would
like to use the service but are
turned off by phones. ‘‘If someone
wants to
in person, we have
rooms and counselors available,”
he said.

don’t give advice. We want people

LES

‘

time, but I haven’t seen it a lot.”’

He is Bruce Silvey, director of
Contact, a crisis line sponsored by
Youth
Education
Services
(Y.E.S.). He compared the 58
calls to the 60 received during the
entire 73-74 school year.

2.

petence. There is a problem too
that people do go downhill after a

there are 42 volunteers now.

Contact counselors are trained

&

what youdgmk. Once you’re past
tenure you've proved your com-

heavy load of calls, Silvey said.
He added that the staff has been
increased from two to four
and

to help people deal with their feelings and seek alternatives. “We

cecscecnceceee

a time in your career when you

can do what you want and say

when they get here they just ask
what the number is,”’ he said.

and crisis calls
by the campus
so far this quarits director.

eeCoase

then promotion isn’t too likely.”
However, Littlejohn pointed
out, “I think it really does have
some drawbacks. There should be

DURING
A CLASSROOM
Natural Resources Honor Soci- conversation, one student pointed
ety.
out a different type of student dilemma when evaluating a certain
THE STUDENT COMMITTEE professor.
is in the process of redesigning
“The thing is he’s such a nice
evaluation forms used in the
school, so no evaluations were person, but not a good teacher,”’
given in that school this quarter. said Pam De Young, a junior who
has applied to become a nursing

Fifty-eight rap
have been taken
crisis phone line
ter, according to

=

dont

iS

students

there are no student evaluations, works in conjunction with the

ping.”

he did not know if Airwest’s sales had lagged dur-

Crisis line gets more calls

unt.

them,

Airwest also utilizes the Eureka-Arcata Airport

and its station manager, Jim Wells, said he had
not heard of the HSU charter.
“IT HASN’T MEANT anything to us,” Wells
said, “‘we didn’t know anything about it.” He said

Wiig said he found that about 1500 students at
HSU come from the Southern California area, ‘‘so
we talked to at least three intrastate carriers.”’
Air California took an interest in the flight.
The flight was confirmed in late October and
since then Wiig and Maynard have been busy ad-

people and their reation to nature.

round - trip - flight to Los

larly scheduled flight on Hughes Airwest, the
commercial carrier serving Humboldt County,
would cost $101.00 round-trip during the holiday,
—e
to an Airwest reservation representaive.
The reason the charter is less expensive than a
commercial flight is because “the entire plane is
rented for the o Wiig said. Air California is
handling all the flight operations and it takes off
from Eureka-Arcata Airport at 10 tonight. The
return flight is scheduled for Sunday morning.

that was instrumental in securing the charter for
the Thanksgiving holiday.

prismacolor pencil,
hich gives vivid

by

E CHARTER

.on 25 college campuses in California, was extended to HSU in 1971.
Originally the charters were for flights outside
the continental United States. Wiig did research

rafts. The Nelson
all
exhibit
feaures
other
picures
done.
in

and accepting reservations for the

Angeles International Airport costs $65, a regu-

of graduate students at San Jose State University
in 1968, Maynard said. The service, now operated

ollege of Arts and

Photos

gg

_ __ by Doug Silveri
This evening 115 persons will be on their way to
Los Angeles as part of the first holiday charter
flight the HSU Associated Student Travel Service
has ever
;
Steve Maynard, a senior German major and
Ken Wigg, a graduate student, represent Air
Services West Inc. at HSU, which charters flights
for affinity groups.
“These are groups that have some common interest,’ Wiig said. In this case the interest is HSU
since only students, faculty, staff members and
their immediate families are allowed to take advantage of the flight. Maynard said that the 115
passengers represent a full flight and that just
about all of them are students.
AIR SERVICES WEST was started by a group
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7 p.m.
all day

Chess Club, Nelson Hall 106. Bring own set.
Thursday

—_—=

Day, a two-day

hiatus. Admission

“A Three-Hour Cartoon Extravaganza,” Founders

|

Hall Auditorium. Admission y $1.

fisheries biologist with
7:30 p.m. Lecture, Donald Chapm: an, East
African fisheries.
on
the United Nations,

|

Science Building 133. Admission free.
Tuesday

Fresno Pacific and HSU. East Gym_

Why write a letter home?

juniors,
Staff
s,
ntnt
said Reside
the reside
a
by
r,
Risse
Joe
tant
Assis
n on
is based
s thatio
ct
proces
sele
the applicant’s ability to work

to

‘

A.”

DODDRIDGE,
STAN
LGA
senior biology major, disapwith student problems. Risser proves of the LGA being
regarded as a surrogate dorm
said that the LGA’s generally
exof
mother.
year
one
least
at
have
hall—
“T think that we're paid to take
that
the responsibility
on
id take on,” he
everyone
said. “If someone is playing the
“] think maybe it’s just the
ms
Progra
g
stereo real loud and it’s getting
said, adding that by the Housin
to
late, he should think ‘Well, people
g since which asks the student
nt
risin
me
been
ll
enrohas
to sleep’ and
of
terms
in
are probably trying
evaluate his LGA
she came to HSU three years
paid
we getd,
tea
Ins
mance.
down.
it
rn
perfor
tu
and
Jolly expectation
the e
deinnc
resihalls
LGA
to think of it.”
The survey asks how an
Giant Complex and Humboldt
paged 9)
(Contionnue
ac- responds to problems such as
Tl now

Subscribe to

The Lumberjack

only $3.50 for 29 issues

(IRC), said that an LGA must
deal with problems ranging from
noisy stereos to suicide.

The Lumberjack Newspaper,
Nelson Hall 6,HSU,
Arcata, Ca. 95521
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MOST

OF

OUR

STAFF

After Thanksgiving

ee

ee

ESTE

ORARANTTHAI
AMONRES
TAU
PRESENTS THAI CUISINE
From Bangkok
A Most Unique

Experience

Entertainment Nightlu

eee

BRING THEM TO THE

Authentic Thai Cuisine Served In

6-9 pm
Serving Dinner Thurs. & Sun.
pm
Fri. & Sat. 6-9:30

Angelo’s is happy to announce the

6th ANNIVERSARY of ANGELO’S .
IN ARCATA

Third & G Sts., Eureka 442-5831
oe

closed Thanksgiving

ia cnn

PRIZES
$300 CASH — 1ST PRIZE
BEEF CUT AND WRAPPED— 2ND PRIZE
POLAROID SX-70 CAMERA — 3RD PRIZE
MEN'S 10 SPEED BIKE — 4TH PRIZE
BOYS' 10 SPEED BIKE — 5TH PRIZE
6TH PRIZE
PIZZA A MONTH FOR ONE YEAR —
'S
SIX PRIZES IN ALL— ALL THREE ANGELO
Eureka — Arcata — McKinleyville
ENTER! ANYONE CAN WIN!
YOUR
STOP AT ANGELO'S AND PICK UP
ENCAN
YOU
Ow
H
OUT
FIND
.
ENTRY
NEED
YOU
CES.
HANCE YOUR CHAN

EVERYONE CAN

NOT BUY ANYTHING TO ENTER, OR
BE PRESENT TO BE A WINNER.

AUTHENTIC

MEXICAN

LUNCHES & DINNERS
WINE & BEER
BANQUET FACILITIES
EAT HERE OR TAKE OUT

OPEN 7 DAYS
BEHIND EUREKA'S FAMOUS CARSON MANSION
SECOND & P STREETS

1436 2nd STREET

Angelos

442-5072
PIZZA
PARLOR

FOOD

EUREKA

ane
08! os

Enjoy your dinner with folk
singers and belly dancers.

eee

A Beautiful Garden Setting

By]

Re

iy ee

There has been an increase in
** in the HSU

roommate hassles, emergencies,
noise, dope and “nothing to do”
on a scale ranging from “very
well’ to “should be of no concern

Rg
ARES

events

uman

by Theresa Reber

‘more dorms
One consistent
hassle seems to
be the problem
of noise.
Hall concurred, saying, ‘“You

get 400 people together in close

quarter and there’s bound to be
some noise. Generally
people are

heavy problems,
Meyer said that

FA

ENTREE

tee ysl Tin ere

people just have a need for a
shoulder to cry on.
“We listen to ‘em,’ he said
simply. “If there’s a real
problem we send them over to the
counseling center.”
HALL

MAJORED

IN

THANKSGIVING

See aia

social

ecology at UC Irvine, and lived in
a dorm there. He pointed out that
there are good and bad aspects of
dorm life.
“You have to give up some
privacy,
some freedom of action.
By freedom
of action I mean that
you can’t just sit down and smoke
eee
“For someone who grew up in

an upper middle class family
where there were two kids and
each of them had his own room . .
. adjusting
to dorm life might be a
little hard. But you gain some
things that are better, in the long
run—like community support.”
Hall said that the IRC is trying
to concentrate on building a

under 12 oa over 65 — Wr PRICE
—

BELLA VISTA

commiunity.

‘Some people are apathetic,”
he said. ‘But it’s mostly in the
planning, in the initiation of
events. Once they get going,
everybody gets involved.”
MEYER

AGREED

it’s

not

an

SPECIAL MENU

“WHERE GOURMETS MEET”
* MeKi

THAT it is

Cut Off on Bella Viste Hill

With all the trimmings

FOR RESERVATIONS
CALL 839-3395 |

up to the LGA’s to get the ball
rolling.
He
said
that
an
organization called Community
Encounter attempts to plan
activities where people can get
“No,

ee

Salad
Cocktails

encounter

group,” he laughed. ‘We just
plan things where people can get
to know each other—like a

Open

garden, we have a garden. And
poetry workshops and outings to

i} OPEN

the IRC is

suggesting that people get
together for dinner. Hall said that
there will be no campus food
service

during

COLONIAL INN

Thanksgiving

weekend, and many people don’t
realize that local restaurants are
often closed for the holiday. .

Patricks Point Drive

AN LGA IS ON CALL 24 hours a

In Beautiful: Trinidad

day, but Hall said that he found it
best to get away for at least one

| L

day a week.

For at least one LGA, the
experience has been influential.
Meyer said with a.smile, “I’m
changing
my
major
to
sociology.’’

to last week’s

COUNTRY

belly

GROCERIES-MIXE
| RACES CEE

dance story, the group does not
meet in the Jolly Giant Commons
(but Emily is there to answer
questions). Dances take place in
Gist Hall 2.
i

——$—$—$$
$<

awn

at the Ramada Inn
sae

a

Go!

wr

|
CHAN'S RED

EAT HERE — OR TAKE IT OUT

COMPLETE MENU - CHOW MEIN - CHOP SUEY.
FOO YUNG - SUBGUM - SWEET & SOUR DISHES - EGG ROLL
Also A Complete American Menu

CHAN'S RED ROBIN | Calf 822-3922|
259 G STREET

ARCATA
Cs

STYLE

THANKSGIVING

IN ARCATA IT'S

TO

677-3340
Join Your Friends for a

Correction
Contrary

|

1644
G &.

the beach.”’
For Thanksgiving,

| to 9 p.m.

oanviiam tor PM.

Turkey
or Ham
and all the trimmings

BUFFET

~-~~e
bee

in t he sewer issue
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Arcata's sti ll tangled

by Emily Kratzer
Editor
Arcata’s delayed decision to
join the Humboldt Bay Wastewathe city
ter Authority is ca
heard
some frustration in
oe
ity.

The Eureka City Council and
the Humboldt Community Ser-

vices District have been reluctant
to listen to the feelings voiced by
Arcata and the Board of Supervisors, since neither has
an
t to join the au
ty.
According to Councilperson
Daniel E. Hauser, the Arcata representative to the authority, the
two parties which have signed
wish the other two to sign a mod-

F'BARGAIN LUMBER
1x12 Keotty Pie end Coder Shelving 27¢-fv.

eer

cept report is to be presen
the State Water Quality Control
will
Board. The concept
show what plans the authority indends to make regarding the
placement of the wastewater
a
ject facilities, which incl
treatment facility and an interceptor line (which would carry effluent from Arcata to Eureka).
At the council meeting last
Wednesday, Hauser voiced concern that the state board would
hear only the proposals of the
two-party authority. However,
City Manager Roger A. Storey
said Thursday
the state board has
indicated it wouldn’t give approval to any plan until there was
a four-party
ment.
STOREY ALSO SAID the state

Oddstze Perticle Beard $1.00 and up Deorskins
50c end vp Coment
Blocks

Open 6 days a week

40 Se. G St. Arcata Monday through Saturday
ee

ified version of the agreement,
rather than a new four-party agreement.

8:30—5

has agreed to fund constructionof environmentally sound for the
the in
line if it runs down line to be placed there,” Storey
Highway 101. ! Although
the coun- said, referring to an environmenreport done earlier.
cil has said it prefers the line to
it
of where to
run down the Samoa peninsula, - “The
Arcata would have to pay the dif- will be made later, whether to put
ference of increased construction iton the east or the west side of the
costs of such a plan. The council is freeway.”
THE
OF
LOCATION
to take on the extra cost.
side of
the eastor
line onept
“It’s most cost-effective and interc
the freeway could encourage
commercial development, but
Arica debutes
placing the line between the freeway and the railroad tracks would
eliminate this possibility.
Hauser also brought up the
An introduction
to Arica is
scheduled
this weekend at the point that last year when Eureka
Internal School, 1251 9th St., and Arcata discussed the combination of their sewage systems a
Arcata.
resolution had been passed by the
Scheduled Sat., Nov. 30 from Eureka City Council to include
10-6 p.m. and Sun., Dec. 1 from Arcata in the approval of en10-5 p.m., the 14-hour experience vironmental impact report subcosts $20.
mitted by Metcalf and Eddy, a
However,
firm.
Further
information
conculting
Hauser said the Eureka council
available at 839-3647.
didn’t seem to remember having
done so.
“They’ll probably say it was an
informal nodding of heads,”
Storey said.

this weekend

To resolve the matter the coun-

cil voted to attend the Eureka
council meeting on Dec. 3.
The council was informed that
the Eureka City Council had decided not to join a regional bus
system. The council voted to send
a letter to Eureka and to Humboldt County Organization of
Governments, (HCOG) expressing the need to have Eureka in
the system for it to be successful.
THE HITCHHIKING STAND
suggested to CalTrans by the
council has been planned for the

665 Samoa Bivd., Corner of G St.

Sunset interchange.

WT enKey

NOVEMBER THRU DECEMBER

Wed.-Tues. 11/27-12/3

“INCLUDES”
OL CHANGE & 5 QTS. OF OIL
NEW Ol FILTER
WYNN’S XTEND OIL SUPPLEMENT
LUBRICATION
CHECK COOLING SYSTEM
PRESSURE CHECK RADIATOR CAP
WYNN’S XTEND RADIATOR TREATMENT
CHECK BRAKES & LINING.
-

CHECK MASTER CYLINDER BRAKE FLUID
CLEAN OIL BREATHER CAP

CHECK AIR FILTER
CHECK ALL BELTS AND HOSES
TEST BATTERY
INSPECT BATTERY CABLES
TEST ALL LIGHTS

INSPECT WIPER BLADES & ARM
CHECK TIRES, SHOCKSKS.& EXHAUST
INFRA-RED CHECK FOR EMMISSIONS
WYNN’S XTEND GAS TREATMENT

| (Ries

From Warmer Bros.

“HI

&

imColor Prints byMowielad A Paramount Prcture

Se
Wed.-Sat.

Nov.

27-30

f
For Pick-U
Delivery -

TOTAL a

g*

822-1031

IT COULD SAVE YOU THE COST OF A TOW THIS WINTER!
20% OFF ALL WYNN’S
XTEND GUARANTEED
TUNE-UPS.
$34.12
MOST V-8s

SUG
Daisies

SPECIAL SALE ON ALL
OUR TIRES.
“(WE FEATURE
GOODYEAR TIRES.’

Sun.-Tues., Dec.1-3

«=

TRUFFAUTS
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Women's swim coach has enviable problem
Pat O’Hara
Eliza
Partain, coach of the
women’s swim team at HSU, has
a large problem with her team.
But that problem, which con-.
cerns team members Ellen Farrar and Sue Rodearmel, makes
Partain the envy of opposing
coaches. Ellen and Sue, the workhorses

of the women’s

team,

“THEY ARE BOTH versatile
swimmers and can swim any
stroke.”
Partain and the two agree that
to become a successful swimmer
takes an unusual amount of dedication.
*‘A lot of swimmers burn themselves out early,” said Ellen, 18,

from the San

Diego area. “You

worry Partain because their wilto work.
“My biggest concern with these
two girls is that they might work
so hard that they won’t want to

I just had to keep going, I didn’t
want to se

swim next year,” Partain said.
“These two girls are more than

“‘You have got to keep your
mind in theright state,” said Sue,

willing to work, and work hard.”’
But the similarity between
Ellen and Sue does not end with
their proclivity for hard work
while in the swimming pool.
BOTH WOMEN ARE freshmen
students from the Southern

California area, both began comre

swimming while in childand both lead the HSU team

in its meets against teams in the
‘Northern

California

Intercol- |

legiate Athletic Association
(NCICAA)
Two weeks ago, Ellen captured

three first

places and set one

school record, in what has become
a typical weekend performance.

Both have had their share of
school records and first place

finishes, and Partain gives both a
good chance of making the na-

don’t have much social life if
are a dedicated eat: But

after swimmingas long as I have,

a 19-year-old from Ventura, Calif.
“I’ve seen many good swimmers

10:30 p.m. There will be ski shop
displays
shown.

and

ski

films

will

be

Ror

But
with
the mental states of Ellen and Sue
that is one problem Partain
doesn’t have.

success to a swim coach, Mason

means
a lot,’’ said Partain. ‘‘Each
one is a member of the team and

Parrish, at Buena High School in
Ventura.
‘‘Mason helped me with my
mental state,”’ said Sue, who pre-

“EVERY GIRL ON this team
each one is outstanding
in her own
..”°

team has 31 members.

“MOST

GIRL

SWIMMERS

retire early,” Partain said. ‘“‘So

Bonehead

math,

English offered
Courses which offer help in improving

basic

English

and

mathematics skills will be offered
next quarter. They are being offered through College of the Redwoods but will be taught at HSU.

Units are not transferable, but the
class is free and open to the pub-

UC game room
broken

Admission will be 75 cents for
buyers, $1.25 for sellers and the
event will run from 6:30 until

we

own will power.”’

(826-4781).

Ski enthusiasts can pick up or
sell equipment
at a ski swap to be
held Dec. 5 at the Veterans Hall
in Eureka (10th and H Streets).

g

“HE (TROY) DEFINITELY
helped me,’’ said Ellen. ‘‘He
per
me
become
strong
endurance-wise, and stronger
mentally.”
She
attributes part of her

hard to do. You have to stay in

to put out work. In fact, they work
more than double what some
other team members do.

swap

fers freestyle
and individual medraces.
“I think that the mental state is
three-fourths of
. If you
sdies
au
a you”are not

shape
and you have
to rely on your

lic.
Persons can = up for these
classes at the
Office of Special
Services,
Hadley
House
56

Ski

Ellen, who favors the butterfly
stroke, was coached in San Diego
by Mike Troy, a former member
of the United States Olympic

lost because they got interested in ~
other things. Mentally, its very

tional swim finals in March.
“Ellen and Sue are the workhorses of our team,” Partian said.

“They are both more than willing

when we get them, they are almost always
past their peaks.”
But it ia hesoanhict obvious that
Ellen and Sue are not past their
peaks . . . not yet anyway. Ellen,
perdi so ioe
t are
,
began swimming a
e
of 8, a
en City, Utah.
continued her career as a
member of the Coronado Swim
Team in San Diego. Sue, an
equally attractive blonde, started
swimmingat 11, as a member
of a
youth team in Ventura.
Ellen, an art major
at HSU, and
Sue, a zoology major, have swum
consistently since then.

into

The University Center game
room was broken into in the early
morning hours, Sunday, Nov. 17.
One juvenile and one adult,
James R. Spears, 19, a student at

College of the Redwoods, were arrested and booked for burglary.
Pinball machines had been

Part of women’s swim team coach Betty Partain’s
“‘problem’’ are champion swimmers Sue Rodearmel
and Ellen Farrar. Says Partain, ‘“They might work so
hard that they won‘t want to swim next year.’’ Photo
by Kenn. Hunt.
OC

broken
and
approximately
$160
had
been taken from
them.

Loe
Oy. G0
ahs} 5
S74 i.

The HSU basketball team will open its season next Tuesday and
Wednesday with a pair of home games against Fresno Pacific.
Coach Richard Niclai will send an experienced team into the
opening games, which both start at 8 p.m. in the HSU East Gym.

The Lumberjacks will be led by All Far West Conference guard
Bruce Fernandez.
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CLASSIFIED!

Field Hockey

1 record.

Swimming
The next action for the women’s swimming
team will be Dec. 6-7
in the conference finals at San Jose State University. A total of nine
women from HSU qualified for the meet. They are: Sue Rodearmel, Ellen Farrar, Marta Quiris, Peggy O'Connell, Susan Annand,

Pat Hickok, Marla Mason, Trisha Oram and Robin Smith.

omen’s volleyball team took third place in the NICIAV last
wm The teats Genes CSU, Hayward and CSU, Sacramento,
while losing to San Jose State and UC Davis.
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The women’s field hockey team ended its season Saturday by
tying Stanford University 3-3. The team ended its season with a 5-1-

Volleyball
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Sports Roundup

WANS

en

SPACt FOR HORSES Paddocks and box
stalls for rent, $17.50 per month. Three
miles north of HSU. ¥2 mile north of large
animal clinic. Call 668-5162 or 822-2190
ask for Chris.

CLASSIFIED!
Want to run a clossified
Ad?
Bring your od of 25 words of less ond $1 to
NH 6 or coll 826-3271. It’s only 75c if you

TERM PAPERS! Canado’s largest service. For
catalogue send $2 to: --Essay Services, 57
Spadina Ave., No. 208, Toronto, Ontario,

, BALLET - beg - intr - adv - classes to stort

CAR STEREO. Bell & Howell cassette. Auto

Nov. 5 in Arcata. ‘74 UCLA dance grad. Coll

reverse. Fast forward. Reverse. $125 value
for $60 including 2 speakers. Call John at
822-6798.

tun it again,
tool

Rebecca 839-3635.

SS
JEWELRY: Silver, Turquoise and-or red
coral. Hand crafted rings, bracelets, pendants, broaches. You may design it, I'll get
it made at two-thirds — % store costs. Kieth
822-1603.
WILL PAY 165% over face value for U.S.
silver coins. $4.00 for U.S. silver dollars
Call evenings 839-3524.

TYPEWRITER REPAIR | pick up and deliver,
all work guaranteed. | operate on a personal basis and my rates are cheap. Call
Ron 839-2257.
JOIN YOUR FRIENDS for a country style
Thanksgiving Buffet at the Ramada Inn
Turkey or Ham and all the trimmings,
$4.75 per person. '

LEARN TO PLAY DRUMS. Experienced
drummer will give beginning lessons,
$3.50 per hour. Call Joel evenings ot

822-5047.

| LOST my only good dress jacket. Type:
Long brown leather (the kind a pimp would
wear); where: two weeks ago by the
Kioask. call Rich, 822-2553 eves.

TV—STEREO SERVICE. Industrial Arts student Jim
822-5327.

Sussman

8 a.m.

to 7 p.m.

offered

*to Donald F. Strahan, vice
president for administrative
affairs, for approval.
Strahan, who has indicated he

campus staff and possibly
over those of the faculty.
“Decisions
from the committee
must be made consi:
what
of
benefits the greater ni
,” Dunn said.

allow

‘‘everybody

to

suf

from the parking
prob-

”

According to Dunn, student
Tralee

ee

eee

°

also believes that the committee and particula:iy its
chairman,
Oden W. Hansen, dean
of
dev
and utilization,
have
ed a lot of unfair criticism.
a seas
all we
want, but
if’
and the executive committee
don’t approve
them we’re just giving lip service
to the problem.
“Hansen has voted in favor of
008.8 8.0.

0800020. 0.0.0. 0.0.0. 08

renee. 0!

If all the committee’s recom-

ted,

approved all

wane

Committee

He indicated that cooperation
with the city of Arcata concerning
city streets was a factor inhis veto
of the lot.
“At a city liason meeting discussion came up to allow permit
parking on the
Town lot.
(Arcata Police)
Chief Gibson felt

2) Indian students
rarely have

this would bring a good dealof with which to

emma

eecier see

Native American

p

fessionals

3) Indian students are not

@

HUMBOLDT

STATE

said that vehipatrol, A.S. Cooper
rotary enlin
or der
all under newly re-

sion standards.
The new standards, which establish maximum permissible
exhaust levels, apply to vehicles

manufactured from 1955 to 1975

with 4, 6 and &cylinder engines.

& Quads

UNIVERSITY

CENTER

BOARD

(Legal Name of Organization)
Statement of Financial

OF

DIRECTORS

EXHIBIT A

HUMBOLOT

STATE

UNIVERSITY

HUMBOLDT

STATE

UNIVERSITY

CENTER

BOARD

OF

DIRECTORS

(Legal Name of Organization)

Condition

dune 30, 19_4

cALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE AUXILIARY ORGANIZATION
Auxiliary
Activities

Consol idated
Statemont of Financial Condition

Agency

Total Cesh

$82,203

$82,203

150,700
232,903

231,410

149, 207

1,49
1

abilities:
Current liabilities;
Bank overdraft
Notes and contracts paysbie
Accounts Payable

60,466

Total

Less allowance for doubtful accounts
Total Reccivabies

G0,u65

Receivab!e from other funds
lnventorias

Prepsid expenses and deferred charges
Other (specify)

Tota! Current Assets

40,566

176,977

176,977

B71 ,923

4/9, 430_

1,577 |

Accrucd liabilities

1,577

1,893

)

loncurrent receivables from other funds
Fixed Assets.
Land
Buildings and improvements
Equipment, furniture and fixtures

Other (specify)
Total

Less accumulated depreciation
Total Fixed Assets

Intangible assets (specify)
Total Assets

172,385

113,914

265,299
62,6

172,385

°

113,914

223,691

223,91

"$695,814

694,321

Long Term liabilities:
Noncurrent portion of notes
and contracts payable
Annuities
Noncurrent payables to other funds
Other (specify)
Total Long Term Liabilities
Total Liabilities

206,299
OL,4:0G

Fund

in
Francisco, were particularly
helpful in getting the project
funded.
“They pushed the
across to top administrators in
Washington,”’ Lake said.
“This project
is the only one of
its kind in the world,’’ he said.
‘Native Americans across the nation will be watching us closely,”’
he continued.
THE TWO YEAR program includes seminars and field trips,
whereby Indian students can
learn their social, economic, religious and traditional relationships with natural resources, according to Lake.
More than $13,000 was budgeted
for seminars, equipment and
travel -- operating expenses.
$65,337 will be spent on personnel.
Charley Thom is the HSU traditional Indian leader for the seminars. Guillermo Marquez will be
interim director until a full-time
Indian NR expert can be found.
Donald Hedrick, dean of the
School of Natural Resources, who
lived on a reservation, has also
worked with Lake to get the program funded.

und balances
_

Total Lisbilities & Fund Balances

$1,493

Agency
Fund

«more

concert

Chris McVie, who also played
fiddle and steel-pedal slide

$

5,000
62,568

10,012

Payavie to dther funds
Other (snecifyJPrepald Fees
Tota! Current Liobilltles

ong: Term investments, at cost

(market value $

Aunitlary

Activities
Liabilities & Fund Balances

(market value $

60,466

Rupert and Jeanette

FUTURE PLANS for the prog-

$1,493

Marketable securities, at cost

Receivables:
Grants and contracts
‘
Other accounts and notes receivable

Lake commented.

ram include ‘‘developing curriculum, recruiting students and
disseminating news of the new
i
Prsenacrens ne United ee
23}

Time certificates ot deposit,
treasury bill and notes
Savings accounts

EXHIBIT A-1

June 30,1924

Fund ©

Cash:
On hand and in commerelal secounts

nation who
, and put frompressure onothers,”
Washington

He said
of sthe
director
costo,
ing
test
CHP
Certain cars safe from
vised Air Resources Board emisety

tape selection.
8-Tracks

County has the

genous group
dians, but presently the reservations can’t find

with a greatly expanded
Cassettes

re-

‘‘a vast array of natural

recommendations with the excepee

cles wii
gines
do not

Gets into tapes in a BIG way

is based on nature,” and that
has
Humboldt County

no
parking problem.
‘ “We vote to
e Logging
Town (across from
Corporation Yard) into a
lot,
which I estimate
hold about
150 cars, but Strahan
and Gibson
killed it. This lot would have made
for the
lost because of
li
construction.” Dunn said.
said Nov. 14, “I’ve

|

become

oriented to NR careers at the high
school level.
Lake said that Indians should be
- in NR because ‘‘our whole culture

by Maria Stein
The U.S.
of Health,
Education
Welfare has allot-

BE

fall. On the other hand, only 90 per
cent of available
faculty and staff

several proposals
that would be
ee

a

permits equaling 163 per cent of
available spaces wale Oost this

E

parking relief
for

Native Americans given aid
to acquire degree in NR
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3,913
2493

11,623
pen

103,116

11,623
pelt

le

seen
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592,698 591,205 _ $1,493
$695,814 $694,321
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